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Body:

My trip to Archives II yielded various items worth passing along (copies attached to Tom's hardcopy of this E-

Mail):1) NARA Record 179-30003-10276, re: scale models of Dealey Plaza and Dallas Police Station -- I found a 

NARA memo detailing that the above artifacts, which apparently had been loaned to the HSCA by NARA, were 

returned in Oct. '78. So these are in the collection. Presumably, they're of Warren Commission vintage.2) 

Patsy Paschall documents from HSCA FBI Investigative File -- I've attached six documents, re: Paschall/Fred 

Bruner and their attempts to verify whether FBI has taken original of Paschall "by accident."3) Reference to 

Paschall in HSCA Numbered Photographic Materials record series -- bad news on this one; Paschall's film is 

referenced in the hardcopy finding aid at the front of this record series, and there is a folder with "Paschall" on 

it in Box 8 of the record series. However, the only thing attached to the RIF in the folder is a handwritten note: 

"Paschall film & slides returned 11/22/78."Items 2 and 3 relate to the E-Mail from Jerry Robertson to Dave 

Montague of 2/26/96. The redaction in record 180-10022-10281 which Robertson complains of is present in 

the HSCA version of this FBI document. Getting an unredacted version -- or bringing the redaction to the Board 

for review -- therefore falls to the FBI team. Secondly, we will have to inform Robertson that the Paschall film 

was apparently returned by the HSCA and is not in the collection now. He will have to wait upon the success of 

Dave Montague's efforts.4)[Screened by: NARA RD-F on 9/29/2016 according to the John F. Kennedy Records 

Collection Act of 1992, 44 U.S.C. 2107 6(3)] Sorry the copy-quality is bad in some instances. THIS IS A 

REFERRED DOCUMENT, HANDLE APPROPRIATELY.Hope this is helpful.
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